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Abstract- The agile imagereranking search process usually fails to capture the user’s 

purpose.The query terms ambiguous. The agile imagereranking with user purposes are highly 

demanded to effectively improve the search performance. The essential problem in agile image 

reran king is how to target the users purpose. To complete this goal, in this paper presents a 

structural information based sample selection strategy to reduce the user's labeling efforts. 

Localize the user's purpose in the visual feature space a novel discriminative dimension 

reduction algorithm is proposed. In this algorithm, a sub manifold is learned by transferring the 

local geometry and the discriminative information from the labeled video to the whole (global) 

image database. Experiments on both synthetic datasets and a real Web image search dataset 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed agilereranking scheme, including both the 

structural information based agile sample selection strategy and the discriminative dimension 

reduction algorithm. 

 

Keywords-Discriminative dimension reduction(DDR), Content-based image retrieval, 

Structural information (SInfo) 

 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

To develop a system that retrieves images from a large image database those are visually 

similar to a query image. 

OVERVIEW 

Image retrieval, initiated in the late 1970’s, aims to provide an effective and efficient tool for 

managing large image databases. With the ever-growing volume of digital images generated, 

stored, accessed and analyzed, this specific technique continually gains momentum, and has 

witnessed several major breakthroughs. The initial image retrieval is based on keyword 

annotation, which is a natural extension of text retrieval. In this approach, the images are first 
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annotated manually by keywords, and then retrieved by their annotations. However, it suffers 

from several main difficulties, e.g., the large amount of manual labor required to annotate the 

whole database, and the inconsistency among different annotators in perceiving the same image. 

  

 To overcome these difficulties, an alternative scheme, content based image retrieval 

(CBIR) was proposed in the early 1990’s, which makes use of low-level image features instead 

of the keyword features to represent images, such as color , texture , and shape . Its advantage 

over keyword based image retrieval lies in the fact that feature extraction can be performed 

automatically and the image’s own content is always consistent. Despite the great deal of 

research work dedicated to the exploration of an ideal descriptor for image content, its 

performance is far from satisfactory due to the well known gap between visual features and 

semantic concepts, i.e., images of dissimilar semantic content may share some common low-

level features, while images of similar semantic content may be scattered in the feature space. 
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 In the initial retrieval stage, where only one query example is available, several distance 

functions can be used to measure the similarity between the query and all the images in the 

database.  

 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

 
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR), also known as query by image content (QBIC) 

and content-based visual information retrieval (CBVIR) is the application of computer vision 

techniques to the image retrieval problem, that is, the problem of searching for image in large 

databases. (See this survey for a recent scientific overview of the CBIR field).Simply by passing 

a text query we retrieve the data from the database. 

 

To collect the labeling information from users efficiently, a new structural information 

(SInfo) based strategy is proposed to actively select the image. Apply imagereranking module. 

Now we have to make the user to interact with the system by answering and questioning 

with the system. According to the QA, the user can get more accurate video from the video list. 

Now in this SINO method we provide one more ranking, according to this ranking methodology 

we can arrange and fetch the image. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

Different from the conventional learning problems, in which each sample only has one 

fixed label, an image may be relevant for one user but irrelevant for another. In other words, the 

semantic space is user-driven, according to their different intentions but with identical query 

keywords. Therefore, we propose to target the user-driven intention from two aspects: collecting 

labeling information from users to obtain the specified semantic space, and localizing the visual 

characteristics of the user’s intention in this specific semantic space. 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_vision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_retrieval
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_image
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database
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IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The performance analysis assurance people as well as customers may simultaneously 

develop acceptance tests and run them.  In addition to functional and performance tests, stress 

test are performed to determine the limits/limitations of the system developed. A real-time 

system may be tested to find how it responds to multiple interrupts of different/same priorities.   

V. IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE 

The image details were extracted and labeling of image is done. 

 The entropy, density functions, image subspace of an image were extracted for an image. 

 Labeling the image. 

 with help of Bayesianreranking  method the image have been labeled 

 This module is going to perform the image retrieval process. 

 Query can be two types 

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR), also known as query by image content (QBIC) 

and content-based visual information retrieval (CBVIR) is the application of computer vision 

techniques to the image retrieval problem, that is, the problem of searching for digital images in 

large databases. (See this survey for a recent scientific overview of the CBIR field).Simply by 

passing a text query we retrieve the data from the database. 

 

RETRIEVE IMAGE USING TEXT 

To collect the labeling information from users efficiently, a new structural information 

(SInfo) based strategy is proposed to actively select the most informative query images. Apply 

agileReranking module. 

 

CONCLUSION 

        The main contributions of this work are the identification of the problem existing in 

most region-based CBIR methods, unreliable region evidence in semantic contents, and the 

development of a promising hidden semantic concept discovery technique to solve for the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_vision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_retrieval
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_image
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database
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problem. Performing image segmentation with multiple features and developing an SOM-based 

quantization method to generate a visual token cat log, a uniform and sparse region-based 

representation scheme is obtained. A novel active re-ranking framework for Web image search 

by using user interactions has been implemented.   

To target the user’s intention effectively and efficiently, we have proposed an agile 

sample selection strategy and a dimension reduction algorithm, to reduce labelling efforts and to 

learn the visual characteristics of the intention respectively. To select the most informative query 

images, the structural information based active sample selection strategy takes both the 

ambiguity and the representativeness into consideration. To learn the visual characteristics, a 

new local-global discriminative dimension reduction algorithm transfers the local information in 

the domain of the labelled images domain to the whole image database. 
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